
Thomas Cowley - ex -RAAF - The direct
descendant of the - ‘Cowleys of Ardwhallan’,

with loved wife Alma - 50th Anniversary

 Isle of Man Flag - The three running legs portray
‘Whichever way I Fall, I land on my feet’

 I am proud of our rich Cowley family heritage.

Captain Robert Cowley - Retired - in  2003 as a
Senior Airline Captain - holding United States’ FAA’

along with South African and Australian Licences

Captain Robert Cowley - Education - Recognitions & Career Highlights

Captain Robert Cowley  [above in 2003 aged 60]  after retiring as  Senior Line - Check and Training Captain.  Above is Robert’s Father Thomas ex  RAAF -
and wife Alma [author’s Mother]. Cowley history begins 1678 with the birth of Thomas Cowley  who married Alice Brew, his 5 x Great Grandfather. 
Ardwhallan began with birth of Patrick Cowley  of Coldin; Robert’s 4 x  Great Grand Father  - who acquired the land in 1732. His son  William Cowley 
married  Jane Teare and acquired more land in 1829 - with sons Thomas and Daniel.  Robert’s Father Thomas born1910, descends from Thomas and son
Patrick Cowley and was 7th generation. Braddon is the largest parish in Man and in Thwaites Directory of 1863 - the COWLEY  family are listed  in the
Top 10 Largest Landowners on Isle of Man.  The Isle of Man Historical  Society Journal - 1990  -  Volume 12 Number 3 - recorded Thomas’ passing as
‘Thomas’ who was loved by everyone who met him,  passed away November 22  1989 - being direct descendant of:  - 'The Cowley's of Ardwhallan'. 

1948 - 1960 Primary School 6 years - Secondary School 6 years to Matriculation - Joined Air Cadets - RAAF 6 Squadron Royal Australian Air Force.

1960 - 1963 Left High School and performed in TV commercials, TV Drama, Theatre and stage any part-time work available to fund transition to and to
enrol in flight training at the best Aviation College in Melbourne and arguably the best in Australia; - ‘Royal Victorian Aero Club’ [Moorabbin
Campus]; - part of the Federation of Royal Aero Clubs - established in 1914 and headquartered in London.

1963 - 1966 Hired by Qantas after  RVAC  Training; - Robert was Dux in a course with 12 students and appointed Load Sheet Officer on Qantas  L188C 
Lockheed Electras, that flew then from Australia to New Zealand and South Africa. Robert  calculated critical weights and their distributional
effect  across the airplanes  critical parameter envelope. He then prepared observational graphs for the Captain. Weight and performance
calculations included Take Off and Landing - Zero Fuel - C of G - PNR - Critical Point - et al.

1967 - 1973 Established Trans West Airlines in Perth secured contracts with Hamersley - WA and Rio Tinto Bougainville Copper for Charter Operations -
sold interest after an offer of a South African Command position and later flew route proving exercises for Royal Swazi Airlines

1973 - 1977 Moved to London to pursue new flying opportunity then in 1976 - Robert was elected a Fellow of The Institute of Directors [London]

1977 - 1980 Wife became seriously ill prompting return to Australia - Hired as Captain Forrestair Essendon. DC3 First Officer and Chief Airshow Captain. 

1980 - 2003 Back to London - 1988 elected Chairman of the Conservative Association Lincolnshire UK - [Campaign Funds Arm] - under Sir Peter Tapsell
[House of Commons] - and Margaret Thatcher Prime Minister. Appointed non-executive Director of market makers Bolton House.

1995 -  Sabbatical from London - further Training -University of Oklahoma  Westheimer Campus. Graduated with United States FAA Licence 2525211
and Class 1 Instrument Rating, to equivalent Airline Transport Pilots Licence - ‘ATPL’ - Now Chief pilot with Group Swiss Corporate holding
three [3] International aviation command licences for -  AUSTRALIA  - SOUTH AFRICA - and the -  UNITED STATES of AMERICA.

1998 - 1999 Further 2 year sabbatical from London to attend  Rhema Bible University Tulsa Oklahoma; -  United States of America. Robert studied
Theology between 1998 and 1999.  Later in 2004, receiving ordination in the USA as a Minister of Religion.

1999 - 2003 Advisor to Hapsburg Foundation UN headquarters New York under the late Eric - Duke d’ Antin,  [wife of Michaela von Hapsburg]. Also advisor
to Julian - Graf [Count] von Heisermann and late Baroness  de Haynau at the annual Russian Nobility and Piarist Association Balls. These
were held annually in New York in support of Russian - Hungarian Orphans.  Robert donated US$ 100,000 - to help fund orphanages.

2003 Retired as Senior Captain - Trans Oceanic Operations - Atlantic & Pacific - on HS-125 [2 jet] and 4 jet Lockheed Jetstar L-1329. Robert’s
licences cover every Western manufactured Land Aircraft; Piston through Turbine; Turbo Jet through modern Fan Jets.

2005 For his philanthropic and humanitarian work to Habsburg Foundation et al, at the UN Robert was invited to become a member of the Knights
of Malta - St John of Jerusalem. Robert’s warrant was issued by order in London on June 10 2005.

2003 - present Cowley has been guest Key Note Speaker to - Corporations and Aviation Groups - Charities - Rotary - Lions - Retirees Association - Subjects
include but not limited to:  - Aviation - Ratios and their impact in Business - Motivation - Military Colours. 

2013 Elected as an affiliate member to the Chartered Institute of Bankers in Scotland - [now] Chartered Bankers Institute

2013 - present Researched 7 years for a book which LULU Books in the US published in October 2019 - a copy is in USA Library of Congress and is available
online at www.lulu.com  The Title - ‘Why Anything - Why Not Nothing’ - 2nd book - ‘Madman Magician or Messiah’ is due late 2021

2019 - present Cowley was invited to join Brisbane Radio Station - 101FM - as their resident Classical Music Presenter.
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Age 60 - Retired as Senior Check Captain

DH-82 Tiger Moth - When I looked up and saw this  I knew I had to FLY 

Nearing 80 still hold licence

My World on Wings

Training commenced - 1962 -   QANTAS   - 1964 - Flying 60 Years - 2022

Foreword: - Robert Cowley - my proudest moments were as a Trans Oceanic Captain. My precious cargo
[wife and children] flew with me many times, but then one day it struck me, early in my career; they were not
there, so this website is for my family and our descendants, the untold story of our family history.  Often,

family history does not extend beyond 2 or 3 generations. By preserving ours [1698 to Present], Cowley

family members born in  2100 or 2500 - et al - will learn about [their ancestors] and hopefully be proud of
their heritage.  I hope my family and family descendants centuries on will enjoy this.  My Father Thomas was

the direct descendant of  -  ‘The Cowleys’ of Ardwhallan’ - and instilled in me our Ardwhallan Isle of Man

Historical Heritage.  I am 7th generation, my children and their children are 8th, 9th, 10th - [See Generational
Pic].  Heritage starts with Thomas Cowley my 5 x  times Great Grandfather. We have 200 year old photos;  8
poignant letters from Barbara [my Great Great Grandmother], instilling pride, purpose and a sense of Cowley.
Ardwhallan is more than you, Mum and I. We are more than this nanosecond in time and for future Cowley’s
of Ardwhallan, we can give joy. This website is for my Children, Grand Children and posterity of future Cowley
generations. Let The Story Begin:  Aircraft with no engine power become gliders. On two early occasions,
I was forced to glide aircraft to safe landings without power and late in my career, a flame out in a blizzard
on approach to Sonderstrom Greenland forced a dead stick. A full explanation of these and other
emergencies faced in my 40 year career are listed in conclusion of this article. Happily on my Australian

emergencies, I received a citation from the Department of Civil Aviation ‘DCA’ for exemplary airmanship.
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Dad was at RAAF Base Laverton - Early pic shows Canberras, Meteors, DC3s, Sabres -  [inset]  me aged 3 when Dad came home to Farm]

My early years on the farm were unremarkable; just normality of farm life, but they were the most

precious times I remember. In late 1946 [I was 3 and a bit] - I can just remember Dad coming home after

serving in the Royal Australian Air Force ‘RAAF’. He was an LAC -Engineer 1st Class - He served from

[1944-1946], at No 1 Aircraft Depot, Laverton - the heart of Air Force training and administration.  He was

seconded to the RAAF because of his metallurgy skill. War ended Sept 2 1945 but Dad served until June

20 1946. [Dad’s RAAF Service Certificate is at rear of this document]. It was from this time I knew, because

of Dad, I would fly aeroplanes and true to my confession of words, fly I did. I began ground courses in

1962, - first flight 1963, in a war surplus, RAAF De Havilland DHC1 Chipmunk trainer, joining Qantas in

[1964]. I flew in Australia and internationally and hold Australian, South African, and American FAA

licences. I had 25 years abroad, flying in Europe and the United States, retiring in 2003 as a [Check and

Training Captain], on the magnificent Lockheed L1329 Jetstar, distinctive aircraft with 4 engines on tail. 

I flew trans-oceanic Atlantic and Pacific routes and my last professional flight as Captain was London

‘Luton’ to Las Vegas in 2003. Before all this came to pass however, a war was still raging and back on the

farm times were tough as the Japanese began their systematic bombing of northern Australia, beginning

with Darwin in February 1942. If Australians at home in their halcyon island continent, had been asleep

at the wheel until then, they soon woke with a jolt. We had been at war for three years, but this was now

personal, this was on home soil and hundreds were being killed. Darwin was just the beginning, in May

1942, Japanese midget submarines made their heroic [albeit insane attack] on Sydney harbour, killing

dozens more. Many Australians think only Darwin was bombed, but those Australians alive then, knew

they were now truly at war. The Japanese launched 97 separate bombing raids on northern cities. 

These included 64 bombings of Darwin and strafing Broome in Western Australia. After Broome in

succeeding months, Western Australia was again pelted, with air attacks on Port Hedland, Katherine,

Northern Territory, Townsville, Mossman in Queensland and Horn Island in the Torres Strait.  The several

years spent on our Sydenham Farm after Dad returned from the RAAF  [late 1946 - when I was nearly 4],

I remember this period as a fast learning curve, but also the most joyous years of my life.
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Sydenham today is a suburb of Melbourne. In the
1940s Sydenham was the Cowley Farm, Snakes

The Grain Mill,  Railway Station, and General Store

Practising forced landings in a DH-82 Gipsy 3

DH-82A Tiger Moth - Pic from 1940s over typical Sydenham terrain 

Sydenham was home to a  general store and  railway station

and I had great entertainment watching the steam trains

thundering through. It seemed like there were twenty every

day; I discovered when I grew up, there were only three. We

attended a one teacher, one room country school, [each row

of desks a separate class] and our teacher Mr Stein was a hard

taskmaster. My mother kept him in check though, because

his job depended on money raised by the Sydenham Progress

Association and Mum was President.  We knew all the locals,

they lived on the neighbouring farms and just 2 years after

Dad came home from service, a RAAF

training aircraft, a DH-82 De Havilland

Tiger Moth, flew low and slow over our

homestead, the engine spluttering, then

a power surge as the pilot played with

the throttle and manipulated the mixture

control. I was 5 years old and had no idea

that young RAAF pilot officer was in

trouble but now realise, the old Gipsy 111 

engine, was giving him major problems.

Was it low fuel, carburettor icing, these are some questions I would be asking myself as a pilot, after 40

years in the air, but as a 5 year old, I was oblivious to these dangers, all  I wanted was to catch him.

Unlatching the farm gate I followed him, never giving Mum a second thought, Dad was not home, he

sometimes did part time work at the RAAF base and

Mum was inside cooking, unaware of the unfolding

drama, which to me was just a big boys adventure.

Adrenaline pumping, it was like I had been cut free

from a previous existence, totally oblivious to the

surroundings of the land and my normal world. My

whole world now, was this singular object in the sky,

this mostly wooden, dope and fabric, RAAF bi-plane

trainer, only one generation from the RAAF DHC-1

Chipmunk that 14 years later, I would train on. 

I became fixated as it flew low over our fields and paddocks, then as it crossed the Sydenham Melton

road, it swooped low over Peck’s dairy, the farm directly opposite ours. I just ran and ran, animals

scattered in the field, as I leapt over volcanic rocks, then splashed around the edge of one of our dams,

all the time keeping that plane firmly in my sight. It was now low on the horizon, drifting lower and

moving further away; I called out, “Wait”, believing, hoping, the pilot might hear me. 
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Sydenham - St Albans Wireless Tower

This little plane was all at once, captivating me, mesmerising me and

somehow all the time, reassuring me, that it was OK to keep following. 

Awestruck with excitement, I watched it weave, first right then left,

dodging trees and spluttering, then dipping toward the ground,

before, as if choreographed, it would majestically rise again like the

Phoenix. My 5 year old mind was on board that De Havilland Tiger

Moth, enjoying the moment and thinking, what fun he is having, never

realising this young RAAF trainee pilot was fighting for his life, trying

to keep the plane in the air until he could find a suitable spot to survive

a forced landing. 

With Dad in the RAAF, I had been to St Albans wireless tower, it was

huge for its time 230 metres  and home of ABC radio 3LO Melbourne.

During the war, the RAAF operated a radio transmitter station there.

Buoyed by my fix on this huge tower, rising 230 metres [about 760 feet]

above the paddocks, huge guy wire cables tethering her to earth, I pressed on as the plane seemed to be

heading directly toward the Tower. I began to lose sight; he was too far ahead and too low on the

horizon, but I headed for the tower, hoping. With a direct line across the paddocks, my 5 year old mind

never comprehended, that by the time I arrived at the base of the wireless tower, I was about 3 miles by

road from our homestead. The plane had made a successful forced landing maybe 15 minutes earlier. 

In my excitement, it never entered my young head, that by now, Mum will have discovered I am not

home and be imagining as mothers do, the worst possible scenario. From a 5 year olds perspective I was

only temporarily missing in action, part of a military operation to help locate a RAAF trainer, from Dad’s

squadron. As I approached the outer guy wires, my heart leapt with overpowering excitement, for there

at the base of the tower, having successfully made a routine forced landing on the flat fields alongside,

stood my quarry, resplendent in all her glory, Mission Accomplished.

I managed to walk in unnoticed, [hidden by the plane] while the pilot discussed his predicament with the

RAAF Airfield defence guard; ‘ADG’. The Airfield Defence Guard (ADG) of the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) perform

specialist ground defence tasks to protect air power assets. The muster consists of non-commissioned members, commonly called

'ADGies,' most of whom are employed within a Security Forces (SECFOR) Squadron (SQN). They never saw a small child

quietly walk up, to study the plane from every angle. I had crawled under the wing to examine the

landing gear; imagining I was the pilot. When I crawled out from under the wing, they noticed me. The

ADGie said to the pilot; “I never realised your son was on board”, the pilot looked and said, “he is not mine,

never seen him before.”    The ADGie came over and asked, “What’s your name son? I responded “Robert”

and the ADG smiled, “What’s your Dad’s name”?  I remember thinking, you’re silly, his names Dad, so I said

“Dad”. He smiled again; “Yes I know son, but do you know his name”?  I remembered when Mum wanted

Dad’s attention, she oftened yell TOM, so I said; “I think his name is Tom”. To this, the ADG remarked, “Oh,

are you Tom Cowley’s boy”? My brain whirred; I thought that sounds familiar, nodding knowingly. “Don’t

worry Son, I know your Dad, you’re OK now, I will drive you home, but how did you get here”?
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Nola Rose - the face of TAA for 25 years. 
She was a model and never flew

Flinders Street Station - 1949 - I was 6

Restored Convair VH-TAA - Many happy hours after
school on this one doing engine runs with Engineers

I pointed to the paddocks and said; “I ran after the plane”.

The ADG looked very concerned and said “does Mummy

know you are here”? -  “No” I said, as I shook my head. The

ADG’s demeanour took on a sense of urgency, as he

opened the door of the utility; remarking, “She will

probably be frantic”. Boy that was an understatement!  I

was the baby in the family and pulling up at the farm

gate Mum was beyond frantic, as she rushed up and

hugged the ADG, tears streaming down her face. My 5

year old mind could not work out what all the fuss was

about, because I had just discovered what my passion and

purpose in life was to be; I was going to fly. Dad sold the

farm and we moved to Melbourne in 1950. The world was

changing. Science, discovery, invention was exponential.

Dad joined RAAF friend Ray Wilson and built the

magnificent Olympic Cauldron for 1956 Melbourne

Olympic Games, later joining Trans Australia Airlines,

[TAA], then Australia’s major interstate airline. Dad bought 83

Bulla Road Essendon, 100 metres from runway 35/17, the north

south runway of Essendon, [then Melbourne’s International

airport]. Dad retired from TAA in 1975 and thanks to his being

number 2 in maintenance, I had open access to TAA’s hangars

and aircraft. Sadly, it could not happen today but this was 1953;

times and trust were of a different era. Pretty soon all the ground

crew got to know Tom Cowley’s son, this pestering little 10 year

old who told anyone who would listen, he would be flying these

one day. Most nights after school, I rode my bicycle to the

airport, to collect Nola Rose [right] travel brochures and hang

out in airplanes. Ground crews, engineers, put up with me and

encouraged me. Over these years, the TAA engineers became family and had me aboard many aircraft

types;  DC3’s, Vickers Viscounts, Lockheed Electras  doing engine ground runs. I never dreamed, I would one

day crew all these types. I feel privileged and thank God I obeyed a call to the air, that unbelievable day

in 1948, when I ran like the wind after an elusive bi-plane and sealed my calling to fly. I thank Dad too,

for even before my ‘chasing the bi-plane experience’;  when relatives or anyone said; “what are you going

to be when you grow up Robert”, Dad knew my answer would not be “Policeman or a fireman”,  his son’s

answer would leave no room for doubt - ‘FLY’.  Dad’s commitment was absolute in helping his youngest

son realise his dream, Dad took me to work when he did overtime at TAA, Airshows at RAAF Laverton.

I could read before I started school and in 1949,  before my 6th birthday I saw a Trans Australia Airlines

‘TAA’  article on a page of the Melbourne Herald, advising an open day at Essendon airport.  
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30 shillings bought me a 20 minute flight on this beauty

Prince Charles before First Chipmunk Solo Flight

My Training was a joy on the Aerobatic DHC1

VH-TAA - ‘John Eyre’ the very DC4 Skyliner 
that Dad and I inspected in 1949

The public was invited onboard TAA’s latest addition of

airborne luxury, the inimitable Douglas DC4 Skyliner. I

showed Dad and he did not hesitate to give up his time

to drive me there. Later [1953 - 10 years of age], I saved

my pocket money of one shilling per week, for 30 weeks,

for a 20 minute ride on an Ansett DC3 over Melbourne

and Port Phillip Bay. I never told anyone I was hoarding

my weekly shilling, so when I produced the money and

Ansett advertisement, Mum wondered where the money

had come from. She was stunned I would deprive myself

of pocket money for 7 months, in exchange for a twenty

[20] minute flight. In 1953, £7 to £9 a week was a good

wage and today, 30 shillings or £1.10 shillings, would be

$100 plus. Mum was a little nonplussed, but Dad smiled,

because he knew, at 10 years of age, his son’s head was

already on an aircraft flight deck. What a flight that was,

never did I dare think, that 25 years later in 1978, I would

fly that same Ansett DC3, -   VH - SBL ‘Sierra Bravo Lima’.

She was now part of the Forrestair Fleet and I was rostered to fly with Les Morris, [Forrestair’s Chief Pilot] 

to Launceston and demonstrate her in an Airshow. I was in RAAF 6 squadron air cadets at school and the

years rolled on until I graduated and was accepted at my now Alma Mater - the prestigious Royal Victorian

Aero Club,  RVAC  Moorabbin Campus [founded 1914].  I trained from 1962 on retired RAAF DHC1 Chipmunk

trainers until  Bernoulli’s Theorem of Fluid Dynamics was dripping from my ears.  In 1964, I was accepted

by Qantas and spent my early days as load-sheet officer;

calculating PNR’s; Point of No Return, critical points, zero fuel

weight, centre of gravity and ‘C of G’ computations for our Qantas

Electra L188C Captains. We operated the L188C Electra on

Australia to New Zealand and Australia to South Africa routes. In

1972  I flew the route proving exercises for Royal Swazi Airlines.

I smiled as I applied full power out of Matsapa Airport Swaziland,

my memory returning to the - 5 year old boy, who chased a Tiger

Moth across strawberry fields. I remember thinking; the little boy

had come a long way. Many pilots had to learn on Cessna 150s

and Piper Cherokee 140s, [Non Aerobatic]. Therefore, I know my

family will forgive me when I say, ‘Charles’ - Prince of Wales and

I have something in common, we both trained on the wonderful

De Havilland - DHC1 Chipmunk. Reason, they were tail-draggers,

fully aerobatic; loop - spins - aileron rolls; - the best ab-initio

trainers in both the UK - RAF and the Australian RAAF.
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As a young student - RAAF War surplus DeHavilland Chipmunk, VH-RVJ. I trained on her and other DHC1s
in 1963 at the prestigious Royal Victorian Aero Club, [founded 1914] Moorabbin Campus Melbourne

QANTAS - Boeing 707 freshly painted in 1967 livery

Inauguration of world’s first round the Globe airline service 

First Airline Job  QANTAS  1964  - Lockheed Electra L188C

Tail draggers made better pilots; we learned how to take off and land when you could not see over the
engine cowling. Soft control inputs were vital to avoid the classic mistake in tail draggers - Ground Loops.
In addition, the Chipmunk was designed with sufficient positive and negative gravity ‘G’ loadings to
enable fully aerobatic flight without airframe failure. This meant we practised full spins, aileron rolls, loops
and a plethora of other manoeuvres, giving us a great advantage in recovery from unusual attitudes over
non aerobatic pilots. Most modern trainers are non-aerobatic so students only have classroom desktop
knowledge on correct recovery techniques. Upon graduation,  QANTAS  offered me a post and I joined the
best early in 1964  as Constellations were being phased out, replaced with Lockheed Electras and 707s. 

 It is 1958, two QANTAS  Constellations depart
Mascot Sydney in opposite directions East and
West and Qantas become the first airline on
the planet to start an around the world service.
Due to the many take-offs and landings to
enable refuelling of the Connie, the service was
dubbed ‘Kangaroo Route’. The Sydney London
route to this day is still known by this name.
The historic picture [left] was the inauguration
of this momentous occasion.  
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Baillieu Myer - Myer Emporium

TWA - 1969 contract - Rio Tinto Bougainville - Pilots Robert Cowley and Lyle Copley

Hot and High airfields in South Africa, 
meant the AC 500A - struggled a little At Wiley Post OK- our Pressurised AC 685 - Regd - N-9035M

To take advantage of the mineral boom in Western Australia, in 1966, [age
23] I left Qantas and founded Trans West Airlines in Perth. I personally
wrote the Operations Manual, for submission to then DCA or Department
of Civil Aviation for issue of an Air Operators Licence. I worked at the
Melbourne Myer Emporium during holidays and my mother was full time
there. So I telephoned Baillieu Myer who invited me for tea and found
three potential equity investors in Melbourne;  who might back me. They
were Dr Neil Smith, Jim Ryan [Barrister] and Ray Lanham the catering king
[MCG - Flemington- Botanical Gardens, etc]. The start-up was successful,
but eventually equity partners squeezed me, due to a lack of business
experience, so I sold my equity, minus the TWA name to compete with
them. In 1969, I bought a Baron D55 [same as picture below] and obtained
a contract with Rio Tinto to station the aircraft at Port Moresby. The plane
flew spares for their Bougainville copper mining project from Sydney and
was executive transport between Port Moresby and Bougainville, until the
local native problems caused a closure. 

This success led me 1970 - 1973, to
establish a base of operation in South
Africa, by purchasing an existing
charter business based at Rand
Airport Johannesburg. I acquired an
all Aero Commander fleet beginning
with the inadequate AC 500A below,
before adding a AC 500 B over page,
then the AC 680F, followed by the
pressurised AC 680F (P). This was
my introduction to the world of Aero
Commanders a brand I would come
to know, fly and love all my life.

Designed by the brilliant Ted Smith. Aero Commander began life at ‘Wiley Post’ Oklahoma, an airfield I
know very well, having based my first AC 685P there in 1995 - while I trained at the University of
Oklahoma - Westheimer Campus for my USA licence and Jet Command. Aero Commander are arguably
the finest range of Twin Engine Piston and Turbine Aircraft ever built. 
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The 500 B was a beautiful aircraft and a perfect transition to AC Pressurised models

Royal Swazi Fokker Friendship F27 - first type before introduction of Fokker Jets. Powered by 
Rolls Royce Dart Engines, F27s ushered in the age of reliability, a marvellous plane to fly.

 
I met the Crown Prince of Swaziland, also Minister for Development in the Swaziland Government and
through Bank Hottinger in Zurich, raised US$ 30 million [in today’s money] to assist in capital raising for
the forerunner of Royal Swazi Airlines. I was commissioned by the government to draw up route planning
and logistics for the flag carrier. After mapping and surveying the intended route network, at the
invitation of the Crown Prince, I flew the route proving exercises.
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Forrestair  DC3  - VH-SBL - 1978 - flying as Co-Pilot to Launceston Airshow with Chief Pilot Les Morris

Jan 1978 - ‘Spirit of Port Arthur’ gracefully sits on the ramp outside the Forrestair hangars. I was a Captain
with Forrestair and also Airshow demonstration Pilot and Chief Customer pilot  - All gone now

I joined Forrestair, part of H.C. Sleigh - Golden Fleece; main sales agents for Pilatus, Piaggio, Nomads,
Mitsubishi, Enstrom Helicopters, AeroStar and Partenavia. They operated Airline services to regional
Victoria and DC3 freighters - Melbourne to Tasmania. At Forrestair, [1977-1979], I was a rostered ferry
pilot [Italy to Australia] - Customer demo & Airshow Pilot.  In the air-show off season, I was Co-Pilot on
DC3 freighters. Parent HC Sleigh ran into financial troubles forcing Forrestair to cease operations. 
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VH-IYN - India Yankee November I personally delivered and after certification on Australian register, flew her to
Mt Gambier, to be used on bank runs. On the way; resting my face on the perspex, I detected a vibration which I
believed was harmonic hum [jigs out of alignment during assembly]. This can and has led to structural failure,
so I took the risk, ferried her straight back to Essendon Airport that night and ordered her grounded until fixed.

Forrestair’s ramp at Essendon Airport, lined with newly arrived Partenavias. We hand flew [single Pilot]
aircraft from the Italian factory to Essendon. Middle East Airspace was closed due Mid-East Terror - so to

avoid being shot down, we followed a narrow 30 mile wide oil pipeline corridor. We installed ferry tanks to
give us 18 hours non-stop flight, set alarm clocks to wake us at reporting points and peed in a plastic bottle  -

God we were as Crazy as Cut Snakes - but what an incredible life I was given. 
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VH-KRA - when Cowley family acquired her, she was still in East West Airlines Livery with Adastra.

VH-KRA again our first Australian Commander at Essendon Airport Melbourne - Shortly after her ferry flight
from USA in 1965. Owned by King Ranch, her registration VH-KRA, was an acronym for King Ranch Australia
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After Cowley Family acquired VH-KRA and painted over the light blue and Orange

Cowley Aero Commander 680F - Regd - VH-KRA at Maitland Airport NSW, 1981 - you all flew many trips on her.
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Pressurised Aero Commander 685 - N-9035M - Cowley family Private Transport UK and USA 

1997 - Cowley Private Jet - Rolls Royce powered Hawker 125 - Reg N10D. Was Captain flying many Church
Luminaries on her; including Keith Moore, Copeland family, Pastors Hagin [Snr and Jnr], Jerry Savelle etc.
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1998 - Lockheed L1329 at Atlanta International after arrival from London for meetings with Australian Consul.
We departed Atlanta following a severe weather event, then landed in a blizzard at Springfield Missouri

The first Rolls Royce of Business Jets - Nicest Plane I ever flew - Lockheed L-1329 in Landing Configuration
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Garret powered Lockheed Jetstar L-1329 in clean configuration, making a low pass

The Cowleys of  Ardwhallan are buried  here, at
our historic family Church Kirk Braddon

Ardwhallan had been owned by the Cowley family since
Robert’s great great great great grandfather Patrick
acquired it in 1732. Upon my Father’s death, the Isle of
Man Historical Society Journal recorded Thomas Cowley as
the Direct Descendant - ‘The Cowleys’ of Ardwhallan’. 
Part of the farm was sold to Baldwin Shire for a new Dam
to see off a looming water shortage for Douglas the
capital. In the photo left a surveyor can be seen standing
on Ardwhallan Farm looking at the area to be flooded.
Shots over-page show it as it is now. My cardinal flying

moment was honoring my Father Thomas. 
   With Dad’s RAAF service I was to land the mighty
Lockheed on the former Base of RAF Ronaldsway, not far
from Douglas the capital. After taking care of formalities

and to honour Dad,
I received gracious
permission from
Ronaldsway control

to depart and
complete a low 500
feet pass over
Ardwhallan Farm
and the Baldwin
Dam or Reservoir.

This is Ardwhallan before Dam Construction. One of
the surveyors is on the land that went under water

After part acquisition of Ardwhallan farm from
the family, Dam construction began in 1904
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Our family agreed to sell part of Ardwhallan farm to Baldwin Shire for the Dam, to avoid a looming
water shortage in the capital Douglas. Our original homestead named ‘Ardwhallan’ is under this water

Ardwhallan Village, Church and Farm of the old Cowley family property is today part of Outward Bound
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Lockheed Flight Deck - Twin Flight Directors Twin Universal Computers and separate Garmin GPS

Trans Atlantic Comfort on a night crossing - after Dinner; offering full reclining sleepers
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The day of the flypast over Baldwin Reservoir to honour Thomas [my Father] Direct Descendant Cowleys of Ardwhallan

The L1329 Jetstar’s Full Service Galley able to offer first class airline hot meals with Wine et al
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Inside the Lockheed - First class comfort for 9 passengers plus three [3] crew;  [2] Captains and  [1] Flight Attendant

GIVEN THE L1329 WAS DESIGNED IN THE 1950S - THE SYMMETRY OF ITS DESIGN IS MAGNIFICENT
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HANDLING IN-FLIGHT EMERGENCIES

    One thing about flying; If You Panic in An Emergency, - there is a good chance you will kill yourself and your
passengers. I have been asked many times about such events, given I started in an era of unreliable radial and inline
piston engines, before development of Jet turbo-prop aircraft - such as the Vickers Viscount - Fokker Friendship -
Lockheed Electra - then later turbo-jets like the DeHavilland Comet - Caravelle - Boeing 707 and similar. These led to
development of the ultra reliability we see in today’s modern FAN-JETS. During my almost 50 year flying career, I suffered
no less than 6 in-flight engine failures; [about 1 per decade]. Does not seem bad, until you compare it with today, where
statistics show, fan-jets are so reliable, a young ab-initio pilot, is unlikely to ever suffer an in-flight engine failure in an
entire lifetime of flying, save of course during training and then only in a simulator. I have been asked to provide some
real life experiences on this website over my professional aviation career. As mentioned I incurred from memory at least
a half dozen engine failures and several other less life threatening emergencies such as hydraulic failures. I have kept
this down to about 4 pieces for although I believe you will find it interesting reading - I do not want to bore anyone. 
    I joined RAAF 6 Squadron - Cadets at School and following year 12 High School; took on menial work to save for flying
lessons; [took some time] but true to my confession of words, fly I did. I began ground courses in 1962, my first flight in
1963, in a war surplus, RAAF De Havilland DHC1 Chipmunk trainer, joining Qantas in [1964]. I flew in Australia and
internationally with several airlines and hold Pilot licences for  Australia, South Africa and - United States of America FAA.
Over 40 years of professional flying, I was a Co-Pilot - Captain - Line Captain - Chief Pilot & Check and Training Captain
and flew on four [4] continents, Australia, South Africa, Europe and the United States. 
    I retired from professional flying at age 60 in 2003. For better understanding of readers; Aircraft altitude and Flight
Levels worldwide are always in feet; based on an International Standard Atmosphere pressure of 1013.25  hPa -
[hectopascals] or 29.92 in Hg.  So on a London Zurich flight; I may say over the intercom, - “Good morning Ladies and
Gentlemen - Captain Cowley on the flight deck, welcome aboard our flight to Zurich, forecast conditions are smooth and
we will be cruising today at 9,800 metres”. However, when airborne, I will be saying to control; - “Luton departures Suisse
31 Bravo is on climb to Flight Level 320" - [or 32,000 feet].

First Emergency Example
     In my earliest years as a young Captain in Australia and with a plane load of passengers, I was en-route Sydney
Melbourne over Mount Kosciuszko; Australia’s highest Mountain. Largely unknown; the name was given by Polish
explorer Paul Strzelecki who climbed to the peak in 1840 and named it after Polish cultural and political hero Tadeusz
Kosciuszko.Abeam these Alpine ranges, I suffered total engine failure [i.e.] No Power. I was now in charge of a glider
and declared a Mayday Emergency. This is where my DR [dead reckoning] navigation came to the fore; - vis-a-vis - [1]
minute track and time location methodology. Using a World Aeronautical Chart - [WAC] - I calculated the proximity of the
nearest airfields [length capable] and chose Tumut. I scribed a course on the WAC to determine glide altitude loss per
nautical mile ‘NM’ - and determined I could glide to Tumut airfield in the Snowy Mountains without hitting any hills. The
best Lift / Drag Ratio for greatest glide distance is generally achieved with gear and flaps up and about 4 degrees nose
up attitude. We could not see Tumut yet; it lay several thousand feet down in a valley, beyond a mountain range that we
still had to clear. I was careful to leave flaps and wheels up to reduce drag and extend our glide range.
    With no instrument aids at Tumut, I turned on my DR course toward Tumut - [ICAO identifier - YTMU] - which had one
runway - compass direction 17 / 35 - Length 3478 ft x 60 ft or 1060 m x 18 m. I had already developed plan ‘B’ which was
a treetop ridge line landing - [tree tops can cushion and soften impact and frequently survivable]. Happily we cleared that
mountain ridge with barely 200 feet to spare and Tumut was 10 degrees to our left at about [4 NM]. We arrived over
Tumut airfield at a height of approx 1700 feet. Again I never tried to circle the field - nor did I use any conventional engine
out landing procedures, such spiral or constant 63 degree nose to airfield technique. I had the good fortune on a trip to
the UK to meet Sandy Roberts a RAF Hawker Hunter Jet Instructor. We talked about engine out glides and he explained
a technique they used if one can arrive over the airfield with sufficient height. He taught me in a Hawker - position the
aircraft off the Piano Keys [threshold] of chosen runway. Then commence figure Eight  [8]  descending turns
perpendicular to the runway. Now at any time from either side of the figure 8 turn, one can roll out on runway heading,
landing the aircraft on the correct side of the perimeter fence instead of caught too low and side on to the runway. 
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    I manoeuvred the figure 8 over Runway 17 threshold and then rolled out into a landing configuration lowering gear and
flaps as I cleared the perimeter; so thank you Sandy we all walked off intact. DCA’s  investigation was swift and thorough
and promptly they determined, faulty maintenance as the cause; The aircraft had just come out of major maintenance
and an engineer placed Circlips wrongly, 180 degrees opposed. Normal engine vibration, caused them to separate in
flight from the piston housings with catastrophic results. The responsible Licenced Aircraft Maintenance Engineer ‘LAME’
was suspended [I believe for 6 months]. However, until the investigation was completed; my flying career hung in the
balance. When the investigation completed, I was delighted and humbled to receive a written citation from DCA
congratulating me - ‘Citing Airmanship of the Highest Standard - that Happily Resulted in No Casualties’.

Second Emergency Example
In 1970 I had arrived in South Africa and was waiting to complete tests and convert my Australian Licence. I felt it would
be good to have access to a  7 - 8 passenger twin engine aircraft, I could hire adhoc on days off and fly local friends or
family, to see a bit of the country. In 1970 - [Dad was still with TAA] and my parents were flying over on discounted staff
tickets for a surprise two week holiday with their son. I met a nice chap George, a flight instructor at Rand Airport, [near
Johannesburg]; his company, which I later bought out, had a beautiful, almost new Aero Commander 500B for hire.
Unfortunately, there would be insufficient time before my parents arrived to obtain [based on my Australian Licence] a
South African Pilot Licence and complete a type rating, before the planned ‘Mala Mala’ safari with my parents. In 1971,
Mala Mala was and arguably still is, the finest private game reserve in Africa. Now I had the expense of another person,
with George needing to be onboard until my licence was issued. The weather on departure was absolutely rotten, low
ceiling, deteriorating further over the high escarpment out of Johannesburg, but I thought, no problem, as I reviewed the
weather chart, it was probably just a couple of thousand feet of cloud with precipitation. We should break out on top into
sunshine at about 8000 feet, assuming George was on an instrument flight plan. 
     We departed Rand and headed toward the escarpment, I was approaching 30, George a really nice personable chap
about 50. He greeted us cheerfully on arrival; nothing seemed to betray his calm demeanour as he ushered us to the AC
500B. Airborne, we got to about 6000 feet and George levelled out just under the cloud base, the escarpment varying
from 500 to 800 feet below us. I expected George to climb through the clouds and level out on top, but he was staying
under. We flew on in ominous silence and I glanced at George in concern as the rocky escarpment edged ever so close. 
    George seemed fixated, concern beginning to show on his face, as he was forced to descend even further, the cloud
base now threatening to engulf the plane. Continuing his descent to avoid the cloud, George seemed intent on staying
visual. I was not happy [in fact I was bloody alarmed]. I turned and gave a knowing nod to Dad; - the terrain now so close,
you could almost touch it. George had no Instrument flight rules ‘IFR’ charts on board, so I took a WAC chart to survey
surrounding en-route terrain. I said “George, why are you not climbing above this muck”. George replied; “there is no
instrument let down at our arrival” Annoyed by his reply, I said; “George, my aeroplane, I have command”  - This is an
instruction a more senior pilot will give to the Pilot Flying ‘PF’ in a situation. George never challenged my command, as
I applied power and commenced an initial steep climb into cloud. I then said, “George, call Johannesburg and advise that
due weather, we are climbing on track to 9000 feet and clear us IFR direct to Palbora NDB”.  George simply replied
quietly, “Your aircraft Captain”. George’s face reflected palpable relief as he radioed Johannesburg. 
    I knew 9000 feet placed us 3500 feet clear of the highest terrain; lowest safe altitude LSA being 7000 feet. At 9000
feet and still in cloud, we eventually flew beyond the rocky escarpment and were now safely over the savannah, [still in
cloud]. Here, the lowest safe altitude dropped to 3000 feet. I calculated an IFR descent over the low flat savannah using
the Palbora NDB to LSA and if not visual at LSA, we would climb safely on track over the savannah and file IFR back
to Johannesburg. It worked a treat;  we were visual at 5000 feet and continued visual to Mala Mala. Dad knew, he tapped
me on the shoulder and we exchanged a smile. On the descent I casually said, “George are you rated for IFR [instrument
flight rules]?  With disarming honesty, he said “NO!” We both chuckled and had a great holiday. Happy and ensconced
that night in our Bures at Mala Mala, I did wonder if I had not been a pilot, would my parents and I have remained alive
that fateful day. We entrusted our lives to George, who was not rated for instrument flight into cloud. No-one knows, but
it is highly likely we might have been just another statistic; - ‘loss of control and flight into terrain’. It was George’s lucky
day too and I think he knew that, for when we returned having logged 5 hours flying, there was no further flight check
for my SA Licence and rating. George simply signed me off as type rated Captain on the Commander 500B. 
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    George and I bonded after this, becoming good friends. I had the joy of helping him hone his airmanship, for his
instrument rating tests. In my flying career, I experienced emergencies, some minor, some serious, plus many engine
failures in flight. For years, even after Vickers Viscount with reliable RR Dart turboprops entered service, many aircraft
still had unreliable radial or inline piston engines. We expected them to fail on a regular basis but we were trained for this. 

Third Emergency Example
     The worst example of poor airmanship, was the day I watched a future Captain I was training, so overwhelmed with
fear, he completely abrogated his responsibility of command on a twin jet aircraft. For his command rating, we were on
a final check ride known as a LOFT - Line Oriented Flight Training’ between Tulsa Oklahoma and Baton Rouge
Louisiana. This day was woeful, storms everywhere [in cloud we were painting constantly 6-8 cells on radar] and while
he flew, I sat right seat to navigate around towering cumulonimbus thunder-heads and talk to control. We were climbing
at 250 knots indicated air speed ‘IAS’ [control departure limitation] when suddenly the stick shaker went off. Stick refers
to control column; designed if pilots get to close to the stall, to shake the stick quite violently and loudly warning us to
apply power and  [in jets] fly through the stall. My trainee captain however reacted with sheer panic and said “Robert the
stick shaker - your airplane” - and let go the controls. I now had a passenger on the flight deck frozen in fear and became
captain and first officer, flying the airplane and speaking with control to advise course corrections for the storms. 
    I knew immediately what caused the shaker to go off and it was not because we were stalling, given seconds before
in my regular instrument scan, I observed the IAS at 250Kts. Not only that, I can feel through my pants when an aircraft
is flying. I knew simply correcting the problem without teaching him something was not what he needed for his confidence.
I therefore I said [let’s call him Mac] - “Mac what is your airspeed indicator saying”. He answered - “250 Kts” - Then I said
“lean over and tell me my readout. He said - “114 Kts”  which is the edge of a stall. We cannot be both flying at 250 Kts
indicated and stalling at 114 Kts. So I said - “Mac what could be causing this”? - He stumbled but in fear with all the noise
of the still rowdy shaker he could not remember. SO I said - “verify the Pitot heaters are still online” to which he
responded, “the right one has disconnected”. “Well done” I said - “so now our deductions have determined we have no
heat to stop ice on the pitot head, which is why you have airspeed indication but I do not”. Then I said - “what is the first
thing to do so I have airspeed indication” - again no answer. “What about alternate air Mac”, a switch that transfers the
good airspeed indicator to the bad side. We switched to alternate air and both Indicators were now reading correctly but
the shaker will not stop until ice clears, so we disengaged the circuit breaker to stop the noise. We levelled off at 36,000
feet - and even though the outside temperature is below freezing, the Sun still melts the ice. When the ice melted, we
turned on normal pitot heat generators and my airspeed indicator was now alive from my pitot tube and turned off
alternate air, resuming a normal flight to Baton Rouge. Panic freezes information in your mind  that you will need to
handle an emergency and you simply cannot function and panic has killed a lot of Pilots and their passengers. 

Fourth Emergency Example  
    Let me provide one last example of my career, long after I had transitioned to jets. From this point in my career, most
incidents were maybe an hydraulic failure or even minor, like a faulty part needing replacing; often so minor it was not
even a no-go item, allowing us legally to continue our flight schedule and on to our base. Before retiring in 2003, I was
in command of a corporately owned Lockheed L-1329 Jetstar 2, with a full load of their most senior staff. Chairman - CEO
- CFO and a whole bunch of support and administration staff. Many big corporations [for security], acquire their own
aircraft fleets and many have a strict Two [2] Captain operational policy, [as we were for safety]. 

    In airlines, a co-pilot sits right seat only, but as dual Captains, we alternated sector for sector, to stay up to speed on
both sides of the flight deck. This day, I was in command and we were departing Las Vegas McCarron field for London.
It was a Las Vegas, dry heat summer day. Taxiing to the runway holding point, a snaking line of 20 plus aircraft, we were
now number nine [9] for takeoff. Tarmac temperatures nudged 123 degrees Fahrenheit; Lockheed no go was 125
degrees. 7-8 minutes later, we were cleared to line up, my co-pilot Captain Paul Galleon called out a final tarmac read;
it was holding at 123 degrees. Rolling onto the runway, cleared for takeoff, I applied 45%  power on the brakes, to check
N1 spool up, then opened throttles to full power. I felt the nudge in my seat, as the Lockheed gathered momentum.
McCarron Field sits at 2,181 feet above sea level. At this elevation; temperature and loaded to Maximum Takeoff Weight
of fuel, passengers, baggage, our initial acceleration was sluggish hence the operating runway was 12,500 feet. 
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     We rolled down the runway, gathering speed and a nanosecond after Paul called V1, the Nr 4 engine fuel computer
outboard starboard engine failed as warning lights lit up. I was on rudder control, as my left hand had left the tiller for the
yoke; the Lockheed swung slightly to starboard as I applied opposite rudder. Fuel supply had vaporised in the heat,
[same effect as losing an engine], the engine shuts down due lack of fuel. Beyond V1 [point of no return] you cannot
safely abort the take-off, for you risk running off the end of the runway, due to insufficient braking distance. 
 

Prior to flight, professional pilots calculate what is known as balanced field length. This is the amount of runway needed,
given aircraft weight, configuration, passengers, fuel, cargo, baggage et al, to enable acceleration to any point prior to
V1 and still have enough runway to abort the take-off and stop within runway confines. If a pilot aborts after V1, they
invariably will overrun the runway and pass through the perimeter fences. This is not a good outcome, so when the Nr
4 fuel computer caused the Nr 4 engine to fail, Paul called “Nr 4 fuel computer gone are we going”. Having passed V1,
he already knew my answer, but it was part of our Standard Operating Procedures ‘SOP’s to challenge and respond. I
called  “YES”  and on three engines and maximum conditions [weight and temperature], we lumbered down 12,500 feet
of concrete, searching for the magic of Vr – [rotation speed]. It seemed an eternity before Paul called, “Vr Rotate”. 
 

I eased back on the control pedestal, her nose lifted skywards and ever so slowly, now on just three [3] engines, the
L1329 lifted to the challenge and as I said - “Go Girl” the wheels departed mother earth and this beautiful, magnificent,
Lockheed aeroplane launched herself miraculously into the sky and began to do what she was built to do, ‘FLY’. 

This was a beautiful moment between man and machine; encouraging her gently I said - ‘Climb Girl, Climb’ and climb
she did; into cooler air at 6000 feet and the Nr 4 fuel computer began to come back online and with it the Nr 4 engine.
At 7000 feet, we advised Las Vegas control and were cleared to London. A supernumerary pilot, John Hopkins was on

board who visited the flight deck after we settled down. John; an atheist, made a memorable comment. Quote “Given
our weight and temperature, when that engine went, I didn’t think we were going to make it; that was truly a miracle”. 

  

I said; “John I never launch a flight, without asking God to use my hands to fly the aircraft”. - “I retire this year” I said -
“and in 40 years I have never lost a passenger. I am not so conceited as to believe I am that good”. John said, “we were
so low I now know every business at the end of that runway; I could read every bloody sign from the aircraft window”. 

Were we fortunate to have two experienced Captains this day, our Crew Resource Management ‘CRM’ demonstrating
this. While fate had me left seat that day, [in my opinion] no finer Jetstar pilot existed in the world than my co-captain Paul
Galleon, with more hours on type, than anyone in the world. There is more to safe flying, than simply manipulating the
controls; any pilot with 1500 hours plus, should be able to fly about as smoothly as Paul and I under non-emergency
conditions. However, growing up on a farm, Dad taught us one thing, ‘you don’t fatten a lamb on the day of the market’. 

Between us, Paul and I had some 47,000 flight hours and more than 75 years in the air. Our Crew Resource
Management ‘CRM’ was well honed and we simply reacted as well trained professionals. I have seen miracles in the air,
Sully and the airbus landing on the Hudson was the best flying I’ve ever seen. Instead of; he or she did a GOOD job,
maybe sometimes we should take one ‘O’ out of GOOD. Every time we do something amazing and say; that was GOOD
Luck; or GOOD flying, or GOOD driving, we forget the old adage; “there but for the grace of GOD go I”. 

Our generation suffered more emergencies; due to the unreliability of earlier designed aircraft and equipment. As said
earlier, the reliability of today’s fan-jet engines are such, that an ab-initio pilot when finally hired by an airline, is unlikely
to ever suffer an engine failure in-flight in a 40 year career. The only failures being, practice in the simulator.

With that introduction, let me share an all engines out emergency, ferrying a Jet - London to the United States.
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Runway 27 at Sonderstrom Base - the runway we used. We couldn’t see the hills at left till next morning - because it was dark when we landed.

Fifth and Final Emergency Example

We were on a fuel critical ferry flight in a twin Hawker 125 turbo jet - from Luton London to Tulsa Oklahoma. The flight
was uneventful to Iceland, but the leg Iceland to Greenland for a landing at Kangerlussuaq Airport on Sondrestrom Air
Base; there is nothing but Atlantic Ocean between the two airports. The runway is 09/27 and the approach skirts cumulo-
granitus-clouds everywhere, [i.e.] big hills. One has to constantly monitor Critical Point and Point of No Return, ‘PNR’
beyond which one must continue to destination, because there is now insufficient fuel to return to the departure airport.
After departure from Iceland, we continued uneventfully toward our destination, with no forecast adverse winds. When
we  arrived at the critical point; we did the sums and we were in good shape at PNR to continue to destination. Then
about 30 minutes after PNR the wind suddenly increased to 150-160kts on the nose. Let us say a small plane is over
water with throttle reduced to a long range cruise of 65% power and he is flying into a 100 kt headwind at 100 kt airspeed. 

Clearly he is going to have a wet footprint, because he is doing 100kts airspeed but speed over the ground is NIL.
He remains in one place until fuel exhaustion. This was going to be our position; stay on reduced power and have a water
landing well out to sea - or increase throttles to 100% power and possibly make it or at least have an emergency close
to the facilities of the airport The question becomes - What is my trade off increasing fuel burn in a headwind to achieve
maximum miles per litre - We call it SGR - or Specific Ground Range... which is G/S vs litres/kgs/lbs etc. 

Without complicating a simplicity, we have two ways of expressing specific range: Specific Air Range, which is air
nautical miles per fuel unit (SAR) or as Specific Ground Range, which is ground nautical miles per fuel unit (SGR).
These two are interconnected because SGR is SAR influenced by wind velocity. Our Specific Range charts in the
Hawker, clearly indicated we were in for a wet footprint, if we remained at the long range cruise setting, so with my Co-
Captain, Squadron Leader Sandy Roberts, we elected to go full throttle and remain at cruise height until we were sure
of arriving with more than fumes and/or give ourselves more chance with a high altitude glide descent to our destination.
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Greenland Air - An Airbus A330 departs on the same runway we landed in the dark. The hills looked ominously close next morning

Ours was to be a night landing to make it worse, given it was winter and darkness at these latitudes is 20 hours a day
with the balance at best a twilight. No-one else was in the air that night, so we were number one for landing when we
made contact about 30 minutes out. Advising them of our position, they cleared us to maintain height as we required and
make a pilot intercept of the localiser and adjust to the glide slope at our discretion. Three miles from touchdown with
plenty of height the engines within seconds of each other slowly spooled down and our Hawker was now a glider. We
were still in cloud, monitoring the DME for distance to go and adjusting glide descent to match, we remarked in the cockpit
how intense the snowstorm was and it was dark. Suddenly, we had the threshold lights about 1000 feet above the glide-
slope and adjusting the yoke we settled down beautifully and rolled through to a stop on the runway.

A lovely guy came toward us in a tug to tow us in to a heated hangar for the night and Sandy remarked, “I think we
deserve a nice bottle of Red Robert”; - I said - “Two Sandy” - There was no official enquiry for what would have been
an incident; as ferry flights in fuel critical aircraft occur regularly across the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. That was a
crowning moment to end my career on, just a couple of years before I retired. As for Sandy what can I say; Squadron
Leader and RAF Instructor;  - and me just a normal airline captain, but two un-phased professional pilots, working
together to ensure the right outcome. As it is often said in aviation; ‘Any Landing You Walk Away From is A Good One’.
Later and sometime after this event; Sandy and I were crewing another flight to Texas and onboard were my entire family.
During the flight Natalie my eldest daughter [also a pilot] joined us on the Flight Deck; and Sandy casually said to Natalie,
“Your Dad is one of the finest pilots I have ever flown with Natalie”- I smiled a little embarrassed - but Great Moments.
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The day after; snow and Ice greeted us - we stayed in upper building left - [Airport Hotel] - Gosh dinner - with Red Wine was great

Summarising:

Dad was on-board many flights with me over the years and after he retired from TAA and before he passed, Dad blessed
me when he said, ‘How proud he and Mum were, when their son the Captain was flying and came on the PA to welcome
passengers’. I wanted to spend this section explaining a little on my life, my upbringing, my work, because I am sure, I
am not very different from you. We are all products of geography and environment, into which is added the influence of
those entrusted with our formative years, from children to adulthood.

I thank Him that he entrusted this to my wonderful Mother and Father. He could do no better than Thomas and Alma.
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